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SGA BBC Goals: 
• Second floor plans for game room and social area (WUC space committee) 
• FUN committee/Beatification committee 
• Ethnic and social relations committee 
• Become the state of Florida’s leader in environmental sustainability 
• Increase awareness of environmental sustainability 
• Eliminate excessive amounts of flyers and other marketing materials 
• More graduate sponsored events on BBC 
• Automatic/movement sensory lights; resolution from SGA stating that it wants to be 
at the forefront of energy conservation 
• Energy efficacy in remodeling classrooms and other projects 
• Increasing SGA exposure at Broward pines campus 
• At least two or more events at Broward Pines 
• Automatic doors for the first floor bathrooms in WUC for the debilitated 
• Running an extensive and rigorous intern program 
• Operation find a freshman/adopt a freshman (SGA mentoring program) 
• Chat and chew series: cafeteria/banner 
• Uphold U-wide SGA meeting requirement (even if UP doesn’t) 
• Create yahoo groups for constant connection, discussion and interaction with students 
• Revamp and remodel online website for SGA BBC; speak with colleges and schools 
about having an SGA link on their site 
• Full disclosure of the budget 
• Transparency for all events 
• More hours of operation for GYM/recreation 
• Courts to be refurbished and resurfaced 
• Necessary sport equipment for students (footballs, rackets, and racket balls etc) 
• Increasing knowledge of advisors (respective colleges and schools) 
• First time parking offenders to receive only a warning 
• Advising students on what SGA does for them (services and fees) 
• Executive leadership and presence of GSA on BBC 
• SGA presence at orientation and must have time to present 
• SGA PowerPoint for presentations and orientations 
• Develop BBC radio 
• Marketing SGA BBC strengths (we are small yet extremely effective) 
• Each leader in SGA must have contact throughout the year with their counterpart on 
UP 
• Transportation for university events (assessment publicity) 
• SPC, SOC, PP etc must have at least two events in collaboration with UP throughout 
the year to increase solidarity between the two councils 
• University parking and transportation committee 
• Increase scholarships for all students at FIU BBC 
• Extend rain shelter/canopy for students waiting for the shuttle 
• Fiscal responsibility 
• Panther TV; using campus TV for a more communicative effort for students 
• Research viable marketing tools and strategies that are applicable 
• Football game between faculty and students 
• Mandatory outside office hours to interact and inform students  
• Paw prints for an SGA trail in WUC 
• Mandatory meeting for SGA,SPC,PP, BVH, SOC etc. once a month starting in the fall 
• At least four resolutions written a month by SGA BBC 
• Change and update election codes 
• Coffee machine for library 
• Moveable furniture for WUC 
•  
 
 
 
